however, is not appropriate, as it suggests at best
an asymmetric relationship with what is already
defined by others, whether that is the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
disciplines or policy makers. Engagement captures the desired relationship much better.
In order for SSH research to make a true difference, it needs to engage at three levels: With the
STEM disciplines in all of the societal challenges,
with the European Commission, to define research questions and instruments, and with society and a range of publics to strengthen democratic participation in addressing the challenges.

Practical recommendations
The EU and research i n the Social
Sciences and Humanities
Jutta Allmendinger, Julia Stamm and Sally Wyatt

Conference "Horizons for Social Sciences and
Humanities", September 23-24,2013, i n Vilnius under the patronage of the President of the
Lithuanian Republic Dalia Grybauskaité
The conference focused on the role social sciences and humanities will play in the new European Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation "Horizon 2020". Within Horizon
2020, approximately 28 billion EUR will be put
at the disposal of the European academic scientific community to address seven societal
challenges identified by the European Commission, the Member States and the European
Parliament. This report looks at in which research addressing issues of relevance to the
Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) can contribute best to achieving the goal of the new
Framework Programme and in particular its
"Societal Challenges".

SSH's contribution to Horizon
2020?

The following recommendations are addressed
to the SSH research community, to the European Commission, to research policy-makers and
to funders alike. Implementing them would be
a substantial step towards a holistic integration of SSH research in Horizon 2020 and to
fostering true interdisciplinarity.
Even though Societal Challenge 6 "Europe in a
Changing World - Inclusive, Innovative and Reflective Societies" is the challenge particularly
dedicated to SSH-relevant research, the social
sciences and humanities have the same basic
task as other disciplines in the other challenges. We have to cooperate with the sciences and
engineering. And not only cooperation is i m portant, but also the genuine integration of
other disciplines into SSH. The major difference is that it is up to us - the SSH community
- to set the agenda, to identify the obstacles to
be overcome, and to engage with the stakeholders who can contribute to these topics and
to their integration.
SSH is characterized by a high degree of internal heterogeneity concerning methods and
theoretical approaches. Thus, for challenge six
to be successful and to be able to integrate others, we have to overcome internal tensions,
agree internally on common themes and together identify partners. Integrating others
also means to be willing to integrate ourselves,
and to present our internal diversity as a
source of strength.

The social sciences and humanities contribute
substantially to the development of the human
spirit, and to critical reflection and debate.
They also make more practical contributions to We have to ensure that the best researchers
culture, media, education, tourism, etc. through participate in EU-funded research projects.
university-level education and training. The This is not easy since many institutes and scirole of SSH is not simply to help science and entists still refrain from applying for EU funds,
business to reduce public resistance or i n - as bureaucratic requirements are seen to be a
crease acceptance of scientific and technologi- burden. The most valuable currency that we
cal innovations.
need to offer is the possibility to cooperate
with other excellent researchers.
The term "embedding" has been coined to designate the need to integrate SSH research in all of Applying for funding has become highly speHorizon's Societal Challenges. This terminology cialized work, taking months of preparation.
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This is very ineffective and a waste of resources. Possibly, a two-step procedure, with the
first one being very quick and concise, could
prove effective. Furthermore, the existing
range of research instruments should be ex¬
tended, to support not only large consortia of
research groups but also to support smaller
groups and experimental projects, recognizing
that the latter may be higher risk.
We have to start with the education of our researchers, and this very early on. We could discuss the benefits of a "studium generale", as
implemented in "arts and sciences" classes in
the Anglo-Saxon countries. We could also work
on the doctoral programmes. What we favour,
though, is a postdoctoral period, clearly dedi¬
cated to working with the other sciences with¬
in one's own thematic area. That way, researchers can learn from each other's methods and
theories to develop a joint understanding.
We should not only implement this joint learn¬
ing experience during the education phase.
From an EU funding perspective, programmes
could be tailored in such a way that they would
allow for a preparatory phase before the start
of the actual research project. In this model,
the identification of possible partners would
be the first step. Here, one could set a first
funding barrier. Once this first and rather
modest barrier has been surmounted, the re¬
search partners would get funds for organiz¬
ing two or three short preparatory workshops.
This would have the advantage of partners be¬
ing able to already jointly draft the pro¬
grammes, across all disciplines.

from fields with experience of interdisciplin¬
ary research and teaching, such as science and
technology studies, classics, archaeology.
We have to agree upon the evaluation criteria
for interdisciplinarity. It cannot suffice to just
"tick a box" when interdisciplinarity within
SSH and between SSH and engineering is indi¬
cated in the project proposal. Rather, we need
to rework the evaluation criteria in order to
ensure that the selection of projects to be sup¬
ported is transparent - and to make sure that
these criteria are applied in practice. A broad
range of issues is relevant to all seven societal
challenges and to all scientific disciplines.
Evaluation and ethical aspects are just some of
them. Others include understanding be¬
havioural change and resource allocation. They
need to be identified and be taken into consid¬
eration across all topics.
In order to enhance innovation and creativity,
there is a need to provide room and adequate
funding for experimentation and laboratory
processes. One tool could be investment in "pi¬
lot" scale activities designed to foster truly in¬
novative and interdisciplinary working. But
there is a crucial prerequisite to it: there needs
to be a broad and general acceptance that ex¬
ploratory work of this kind is likely to be high¬
er risk and as a result may lead to learning
about what does not work. We have to learn to
embrace failures as part of the road to success.

A final challenge that needs to be considered
and addressed urgently is: money. In addition
to making sure that a set part of the budget
allocated to all societal challenges is earmarked
We also have to face the necessity of connect¬ for relevant research in SSH, it is also para¬
ing different societal sectors. In practice that mount to realize that challenge 6 is inade¬
means that we have to identify stakeholders quately equipped in financial terms. This is
working on the big societal challenges in other particularly true if we deduct the funds not
sectors. They can come from government, from relating to "pure" society-driven research top¬
administration, from business, from media, etc. ics, such as technology-driven research or
All of them confront societal problems daily. transversal programmes that could not be fit¬
And they also need incentives to participate. ted elsewhere. Challenge 6 seems to become a
This does not require a lot of money - but it "dropbox" - and this is exactly what the re¬
does require some money. If one would be able search community feared would happen. This
to better tackle societal phenomena and to set is not sustainable and does not comply with
a clearer focus, this would help many sciences, the promises of high Commission officials in
and also many social sciences. It would also Vilnius and elsewhere. The EU will have aphelp to bring the research results into society proximately 70,2 billion EUR to support research. It put aside 28 billion of this amount for
and to show that SSH can indeed be applied.
the Societal Challenges. In this context, why
In order to stimulate better integration, suc¬ does European policy relevant SSH research
cessful interdisciplinary and intersectoral have to be reduced to 0.5 per cent of this budprojects should be showcased and rewarded. get? Coherence between intentions and facts is
This could take different forms, such as award¬ now needed and we call upon Commissioner
ing individual prizes both for projects that Geoghehan-Quinn to make sure that she sup¬
have successfully integrated SSH and research¬ ports at least the same budget share for citi¬
er pairings from the sciences, and for SSH zen-oriented SSH research in Horizon 2020 in
communities who have "re-imagined" their re¬ Societal Challenge six as in the previous fund¬
search or roles through collaboration. We ing period (1,2 per cent of the FP7 budget) for
should also improve our readiness to learn the SSH policy-relevant research.
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